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Supporting teachers in creative education

Develop modelling skills with clay 
 
Understand how artists go about creating sculptures using 
armatures

In this lesson students will create an air drying clay 
sculpture using an armature as a base. Students will design 
their piece and construct the armature using paper and 
wire. Students will then use their modelling skills to apply 
air drying clay over the armature.

Lesson 1  
Students look at ceramic and plaster sculptures from artists such as Edgar Degas and Louise 
Bourgeois. Discuss how the sculptures are formed and the process in creating an armature. Show 
examples of how armatures are made and what they can be made from. 
 
Students design their own sculpture. They will draw  their final sculpture design in their visual diary 
and then work backwards to design the shape of the armature.  Students can then construct their 
armature using tape and lightweight paper. Ensure students do not make their armature too big as 
they will be building up the structure with air drying clay. 
 
Lesson 2 
Students complete their armature using wire for finer details and ensuring the shape matches their 
design. Students will then use air drying clay to cover the armature. Students use the clay to mould 
small details onto their piece. 
 
Lesson 3 
Students paint their sculpture. 

Newsprint Paper 
Masking tape 
Armature wire 
Air drying clay 
Acrylic paint 

Reflection: Students discuss the process and how the armature was used to help build the shape of 
their sculpture. Discuss what other materials could be used for even larger sculptures.  
Research sculptors and write the process they think the artist went to in creating their work. 
 
Extension: Students can create more complex forms in their armature and focus on more detailed 
designs. 
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